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The limiting behavior as the viscosity goes to zero of the solution of the 
first boundary value problem for Burger’s equation is considered. The method 
consists in identifying the solution of Burger’s equation with the optimal control 
of an appropriate stochastic control problem. 
In this note we study the limiting behavior as the viscosity goes to zero of 
the solution to the first boundary value problem for Burger’s equation. Our 
approach consists in identifying the solution of Burger’s equation with the 
optimal control of an appropriate stochastic control problem. Using this 
approach we extend the recent work of Bui An Ton [I]; see Remark, Sec- 
tion 3. Our approach was first used by Fleming [2] to treat the Cauchy 
problem for Burger’s equation; this problem has also been discussed by 
Hopf [3]. 
1 
For E > 0 consider Burger’s equation 
on (a, b) x (0, T) subject to the boundary data 
zqa, t) = v=(b, t) = 0, O<t,(T; 
(2) 
V’(X, 0) = 0, a<x<b. 
Assume that f is a function of class C” on [a, b] x [0, T] satisfying 
f(a, t) = (3f/W) (a, t) =f(b, t) = (a=f/ax*) (b, t) = 0 (3) 
for 0 < t < 2’ and n a positive integer. Then we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM. Let f,(x, t) > --,I2 on [a, 61 ( [O. T]f or some positk-e constant 
*II. Thm there e.rists R with n-/2311 “? ,..: R < T such that the following hold. 
(i) There exists e+’ sati$Gzg (I ) and (2) zcith E = 0 suck that .+’ is a Cz 
fmction otz [a, b] < [0, R]. 
(ii) There exist functiotts ,y, , x2 ,... such that for att-v posit& integer k, 
Z’S = 2~0 + i E’,y; + o(d) 
,=I 
(41 
uniform!\~ on [a, b] >’ [0, R]. 
Proqf. \{‘e utilize the approach of [2] and Theorem 7.1 therein. Defnr 
a function F on (--<r-m. ~LQ) , [0, T] hy the formulas 
F(x, 1) = F(26 - .\‘. f). 6 . ..x. \’ ‘-:: 26 - a, 
and F( v, t) is, for fixed t, a function of class CT, periodic with period 2(b - a). 
Now consider the completeI!- observable stochastic control problem with 
control 24, state equations 
d( = II dt $- (2~)“’ dw, (6) 
where ~0 is one dimensional Brownian motion, initial condition f(s) = .x, and 
cost function 
E J’?(s, t) + (u’?) dt. 
Let &(.v, s) denote the minimal cost over the class of feedback controls. 
From [2] we have that, for E I> 0, @(s, 3) is a solution of class C”: on 
(-.x9, ,x’) :.” [0, T] of the equation 
rvith boundary condition @(.v, T) = 0. 
For E = 0 we have the corresponding deterministic control problem. 
Suppose. for the moment, that there erists a positive constant 0 such that 
there is a unique optimal control for the deterministic control problem for each 
initial state with initial time s satisfying T - Q :.: s ,..- T. Then 4” is a 
solution of class Cz of (8) on (- xc, r-c) i: [T - 0, T] satisfying$“(.v, T) = 0. 
Lrsing the periodicitv assumptions on F, and state equations (6) and cost 
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function (7), we have that &((a, f) = 4,C(6, t) = 0 for c ‘-:‘, 0 and T - Q 
t <..I T. Further, drf(s, T) = 0. Then 
z+. t) -= d,‘(s. T - t). 0 I 5: Q, u <: .v ,:‘I 6. (9) 
and the correspondence between the solution of Burger’s equation and the 
control problem has been made. Let us continue with our momentar! 
assumption concerning the unique optimal control for the deterministic 
control problem. Then [2, Theorem 7.11 shows that there exist functions 
81 , P, ,... such that for any positive integer k, 
c#J,P(.v, T - t) = c&‘-Q, T - t) + i tn(H;)x (s, T - t) + 0(2;) (10) 
,=I 
uniformly on [a, b] .A [T - Q, T]. Equation (4) then follows on [a, b] [0, Q] 
with identification (9) and x,(s, f) = (d,), (s, T - t), 
To complete the proof of the theorem we must remove our momentary 
assumption. Thus we need to show that there esista Q ’ rr/2;ZZ’!’ such that 
there is a unique optimal control for each initial state with initial time s 
satisfying T - Q ::< s < T. 
If u0 is an optimal open loop control corresponding to the initial point 
t(s) = s, tlien u”(t) = -p(t) where t(r). p(f) satisfy the equations 
ri[dt = -p(t), 
dp,‘cil = -f(E, t), 
(11) 
with boundary conditions g(s) = s, p(T) = 0. Consider Eq. (I I) with bound- 
ary conditions ((T, ,l) =: R:, p(T, a) = 0. If the optimal control for E(s) =: .I 
is not unique, then there exist a, a’, LS = a’, such that the solutions &t, a), 
p(t. a) and [(t, ,I’), p(r, a’) both satisfy (I I) and the additional boundar\ 
conditions ((s, a) = s, [(s, 1’) = s. 
Let us show the esistence of a., #+‘, a 7: A’, is impossible if T - (x,2.11’,“) .’ 
s :.I T. Now (?(!?a) (t, u.), (;‘pjA) (t, fij satisf! 
with boundary conditions (2g,lila) (T, W) = I, ($ipii-‘n) (T, a) = 0. .A simple 
estimate shows that (?t,‘?a) (s. ,2) - 0 for T - (rr/2W~“) G’ s :.: T and 
hence that ((s, A) =: [(s, A’). This g ives the uniqueness of the optimal control 
on T - (rrlJ.\fl 2) -:I .T s T and thus completes the proof of the theorem. 
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2 
In this section we illustrate the calculation of the functions $:I, (a,),. , and 
consequently of the functions z!‘, x, . Let f(t, a), p(t, Q) be as previousI! 
delined. Then, by the method of characteristica. 
and hence e@([(/, ,I), T -- f) == p(t. a). 
The calculation of (e,), is slightly more complicated. Let q(t) = 6,( .$(f, CI), t) 
and r(t) = (Q, (E(t. n), t). Then q(t), r(t) satisf! 
with boundary conditions y(T) = r(T) = 0. The coefficients 4:,(E(t, a), t), 
d$,(t(t, 1%). ‘1 in (14) are found from the relations 
where (?[/A) (t, a). (+/%a) (t, a), (i”[:;~‘) (t9 ,I). (?pli’,x’)) (t, cu\ are found 
from the differential equations (12) and the differential equations 
with boundary conditions (i?&Sd) (7’. Y) = (?2p/?a2) (Z’, a) = 0. The 
calculation of (e,), , j 3 2, and hence xi , j 1~: 2, is found in a similar but more 
tedious manner. See [3] or [4] for details. 
3 
Remark. For espansion (4) to be valid for k = I, then f need only be C’ 
and (3) hold for n = I. 2. This should be contrasted with one of Bui An Ton’s 
results. Lrsing standard notation, letf be an element of L=(O. T; IV$‘(a, 6)). 
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Then hr shows that there esists a positive T (not csplicitly computed) such 
that 
unifornil!~ on (0. 7). 
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